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Currently, many approaches address the enforcement and
monitoring of constraints over business processes. However, main focus
has been put on constraint verication for intra-instance process constraints so far, i.e., constraints that aect single instances. Existing approaches addressing instance-spanning constraints only consider certain
scenarios. In other words, a holistic approach considering intra-instance,
inter-instance, and inter-process constraints is still missing. This paper
aims at closing this gap. First of all, we show how the Identication and
Unication of Process Constraints (IUPC) compliance framework enables
the denition of instance-spanning process constraints in a exible and
generic way. Their enactment and enforcement is demonstrated within a
prototypical implementation based on a service-oriented architecture.
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1

Introduction

Process constraints have become an important instrument to dene, enact, and
enforce regulations, standards, or other requirements that are imposed on business processes and workows. Powerful approaches have arisen that enable modeling, monitoring, and verifying process constraints throughout the entire process
life cycle e.g., [8, 4].
Current approaches typically focus on a particular topic, like (1) authorization, (2) security in general, (3) checking of structural requirements at designtime or (4) result-checking at run-time. Additionally, they typically either deal
with rule enactment (cmp. [9]), covering process specic topics such as providing and monitoring rules in conjunction with process models, or with rule
enforcement which deals with certain (process) tasks e.g., separation/binding
of duties of tasks (e.g. [2]) or synchronization [5, 12]. All the above mentioned
approaches provide intra-instance constraints. They are typically dened in a
process schema and enforced in single instances. As stated in [2], these constraints can be enforced statically in the process schema and dynamically during
process execution.

However, this specialization on particular topics (and related components in
Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS)) for single process instances, poses
a problem when considering inter-instance, inter-process or inter-organizational
constraints (further denoted as instance-spanning ). Inter-instance constraints
apply to multiple instances of a single process schema. Typically, instances of a
process are enacted within an organization. Inter-process constraints are dened
over single or multiple instances of multiple process schemas. Inter-organizational
constraints are a special case of inter-process constraints; the enforcement of
these constraints is managed over multiple organizations.
As most of the above mentioned approaches cover dierent formalizations,
implementations (for specic components), and/or topics; the instance-spanning
aspect has to be separately handled for every approach. Examples for existing parallel evolution of instance-spanning approaches for dierent topics include e.g., inter-instance authorization constraints [13, 14] or inter-process task
synchronization constraints e.g., [3]. An additional problem is that solutions
for inter-process constraints often cannot directly be transferred to instancespanning scenarios, as there is no standardized way for describing:
1.
2.

Process Scope: Which set of processes or instances does a constraint refer to?
Constraint Scope: Which set of tasks does a constraint refer to? I.e., there is no

standardized way to describe that a constraint covers e.g., tasks from all instances
of a certain process, or tasks from particular instances from dierent processes.
3. Enactment & Enforcement Aspects: How to dene certain basics of integrating
constraints with processes. This includes (1) referring to processes structure which
is dened by e.g., Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [11] and Compliance Rule Graphs
(CRG) [4], or (2) dealing with process data, time and resource identication.

The contribution of this paper is a comprehensive conceptual framework
based on [7], for the specication of instance-spanning constraints. Instead of
modifying specic approaches to make them instance-spanning aware, we want
to introduce (1) a formalism, and (2) an architecture, how to enact and enforce
instance-spanning constraints. We think that this can lead to unied enactment
and enforcement of process constraints for PAIS, without the need of dierent
infrastructures and/or components for dierent constraint topics. The semantic
understanding of the enforcement has to be concentrated at enforcing components, while enactment can remain generic: checking conditions and forwarding
the semantic part of constraints to enforcing components. Moreover, we illustrate our ndings with examples for instance-spanning process constraints. In
addition, we evaluate our ndings with a proof-of-concept prototype for this architecture. In the following, Section 2 shows how instance-spanning constraints
are specied in the IUPC framework. Furthermore, Section 3 displays the enactment of these constraints. Section 4 gives an overview on related work and
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2

Design of Instance-spanning Process Constraints

As stated in the introduction, we will formalize instance-spanning constraints
based on the Identication and Unication of Process Constraints (IUPC) frame-

work [7]. The purpose of the IUPC framework is to provide a means to integrate
existing approaches that deal with various constraints topics (as explained in the
introduction). Due to space limitations, we will only provide the extension of the
main IUPC concepts (see [7] for a comprehensive denition), enriched with some
examples how instance-spanning approaches t in. We found instance-spanning
constraints to typically have three dimensions - Localization, Span and Dependency:
If a constraint is connected to a task, this task can
basically occur in a process, multiple processes, or processes in multiple organizations. Four dierent restriction scenarios are possible:
Property 1 (Localization).

A constraint should only be enacted for a certain instance (typically denoted
as intra-instance localization). I.e.: ∀a : a.instance = CONST.
(2) A constraint is enacted for tasks in all instances of a process (typically
denoted as inter-instance localization). I.e. ∀a : a.instance.process =
CONST.
(3) A constraint is enacted for tasks in instances of many process (typically
denoted as inter-process localization). I.e. ∀a : a.organization = CONST.
(4) A constraint is enacted for tasks in instances of processes that are present
in more than one organization (typically denoted as inter-organizational
localization). I.e. ∀a : a.organization 6= CONST.
(1)

A constraint e.g., separation of duty, often aects multiple
tasks at once. Five dierent scenarios are possible:
Property 2 (Span).

All aected tasks are in the same instance (typically denoted as intrae.g., ∀a, b : a.instance = b.instance ∧ a.organization
= b.organization. As instances are unique, this denition should be sucient.
(6) Aected tasks are spread over multiple instances of a process (typically
denoted as inter-instance constraint). This is the typical case of interinstance synchronization, as described in the related work e.g., ∀a, b : a.instance.process = b.instance.process ∧ a.organization = b.organization.
(7) Aected tasks are spread over multiple instances of multiple processes (typically denoted as inter-process constraint). E.g., ∀a, b : a.organization =
a.organization.
(8) Aected tasks are spread over multiple instances of multiple processes of multiple organization (typically denoted as inter-organization constraint)
e.g., ∀a, b : a.instance.process 6= b.instance.process ∧ a.organization 6= b.organization.
(9) Aected tasks are spread over multiple instances of single processes that exist
in multiple organizations (typically denoted as trans-organizational constraint) e.g., ∀a, b : a.instance.process = b.instance.process ∧ a.organization
6= b.organization.

(5)

instance constraint)

This characteristic deals with the temporal aspect
of constraint enactment. We dene Dependent constraints to utilize behavior
Property 3 (Dependency).

tuples to realize e.g., Case Handling, Retain Familiar patterns (workowpatterns.com) in conjunction with a worklist. For preceding enactments, a constraint may save a value e.g., ∀a : a.behavior_data[count_invocations]+ = 1;
now it is possible to enact e.g., only every second time. We dene Independent
constraints as being independent of subsequent or preceding enactments.
To integrate these characteristics into the IUPC framework (cf. [7]), we
utilize the following rules: Often, simple intra-instance constraints are dened
in the Linkage, Condition and/or Behavior. For example, separation of duty
constraints are dened in the Condition as comparison if two tasks are executed
in the same instance such as b.instance = c.instance. In case of inter-instance
constraints, the Context (P × IP ) denes which process (P ∈ Pn ) and which
instances (i.e. IP ⊆ I ) are aected by the constraint. On the other hand, the
Context((P × IP )) specication of inter-process constraints denes a set of
processes and instances i.e. Pn ⊆ P and IP ⊆ I . As a motivational example
shown in Fig. 1, we specify intra-instance (C1 ), inter-instance (C2 ) and interprocess (C3 ) constraints based on the IUPC framework in [7].
Constraint C1

Constraint C2

Constraint C3

Fig. 1.
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Constraint Examples

Enactment of Instance-spanning Constraints

The architecture of our framework consists of a workow execution
engine (EE), worklist handler (WH), constraint engine (CE), users, external
services, and data sources and is shown in Fig. 2. Depending on the type of task,
manual or automated, the workow execution engine delegates tasks either to a
WH (manual task) or an external service (automated task). In case of manual
tasks, the WH oers tasks to users which further can accept and execute them.
On the other hand, automated tasks are delegated to an external service (e.g., a
scheduler in scientic workows) which further distributes tasks to data sources
(e.g., nodes). Please note that the steps between a scheduler and a node are often
not visible due to encapsulation. But to provide a comprehensive approach, these
steps have to be considered for e.g., compliance checking. Throughout these two
cases, a CE supports the enactment and monitoring of constraints during process
execution.
Architecture

For a better understanding,
we will show how previously dened constraints (cf. constraint C1-3) are enforced
Enforcement and Monitoring of Process Constraints

Fig. 2.

Architecture of the Compliance Framework
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X
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e.g. prepareSurgery
type = task
list of inputs; e.g. patientID
list of outputs; e.g. duration, testResult
e.g. InstanceChild
e.g. TreatmentHeadTrauma
e.g. Hospital, Laboratory
e.g. input[patientID].value=2645
e.g. output[testResult].value=false

X
X
X
X

e.g. costs, age
type = data
e.g. InstanceChild
e.g. TreatmentHeadTrauma
e.g. Hospital
e.g. age=5

static data-element related
id
type
instance
instance.process
organization
value

X
X

(dynamic) behavior tuple
behavior_data[id]

X

behavior_data[id].value

X

behavior directive; e.g. behavior_data[role] = doctor
writable by constraint, readable by constraint and e.g. worklist
behavior value; e.g. behavior_data[role].value = Bob
readable by constraint, writable by constraint and e.g. worklist

Resource Assignment and Common Attributes

and monitored in the system. The function sequence to enact and monitor resource assignments (constraint C1) is shown in Fig. 3. Similar to constraint C1,
this function sequence can be adapted to all instance-spanning constraints such
as constraints C2 and C3.
In order to elaborate the prototype, we rst dene a set of common
terms to be used. Processes contain tasks with a well dened input/ouput and
data elements (i.e., variables modied at runtime) and are specied in our prototype. In Fig. 3, we give a set of common attributes that, as a precondition,
have to be accessible in order to monitor or enact constraints. The static task
and data element related attributes, are dealing with typical properties of tasks
(type=task ) and data elements (type=data ) like id. We also assume that for
each task it is possible to nd out the instance it belongs to. Please note that
process is a property of the instance, as every instance belongs to exactly one
process. The attribute organization is independent of instance and process
as one process is able to run in multiple organizations. This coordination of
Prototype

processes in dierent organizations is a desirable side-eect of our approach.
Furthermore, the dynamic behavior tuple realizes a shared space to coordinate
the enactment of constraints. Constraints can (1) store values that are available
for later enactments of constraints on the same task, and (2) share information
with enforcing components such as worklists.
In Fig. 2 below the architecture, a short summary depicts the implementation of the prototype. For implementation, we rely on the service-oriented
process testbed. As shown in the Fig., each component is a service e.g., the EE
carries out tasks and the WH manages the assignment of tasks to users (i.e.,
manual tasks) or other services (i.e., automated tasks). As an EE we use CPEE
(Cloud Process Execution Engine, http://cpee.org) as described in [10, 6]. This
event based engine allows for a loosely coupled CE that only consumes events
during the execution of instances. For the CE, we rely solely on the event type
running/syncing_before which allows to delay the process execution.
By requiring only minimal event based interaction with enforcing components, we ensure that our approach can be easily integrated with other existing
solutions. Typically, the EE and WH are tightly coupled in PAIS when specifying process constraints (e.g., authorization constraints). In our approach, EE and
WH are independent from each other. Hence, a separated process model-related
enactment and task-related enforcement of constraints is supported. execution
engines in case of inter-organizational business processes.
4

Related Work

Mainly, research centers on intra-instance settings for constraints. First, most approaches for intra-instance constraints enable the denition and enforcement of
constraints on structural patterns (e.g., [8]). Furthermore, how the scope can be
extended towards data-aware process constraints is presented in e.g., [1]. Lastly,
resource assignments such as roles (e.g., [2, 13]) are extensively investigated in
literature. In case of inter-instance constraints, the workow role-based access
control model [13] denes inter-case constraints (e.g., the number of times activities are executed by single users) and reciprocal separation of duties. Moreover,
the logic-based approach in [14] gives an overview on resource, data, and time
inter-instance constraints. Since no generic solution is provided, inter-instance
constraints are not comprehensively supported in [14] either.
In summary, the enforcement of constraints has been merely addressed by
single approaches for a certain process scope (mostly intra-instance settings). In
this paper, we specify an extensive set of instance-spanning constraints which is
the rst comprehensive approach managing multiple process scopes.
5

Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive approach for instance-spanning constraints based on the IUPC framework. Furthermore, we provide an novel SOAbased architecture where a constraint engine is tightly coupled with an execution

engine. Moreover, we demonstrate our ndings with a proof-of-concept prototype. In future work, we aim at investigating instance-spanning constraints further within inter-organizational settings. Moreover, the IUPC approach and its
implementation within the CPEE process engine will be evaluated by means of
case studies in dierent domains such as care and virtual factories within the
EU FP7 project ADVENTURE (http://www.fp7-adventure.eu/).
This work was partially supported by the Commission of
the European Union within the ADVENTURE FP7-ICT project (Grant agreement no. 285220).
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